Storm warning on Vancouver port labour relations front
You needed forensic audit skills earlier this month to learn that Ottawa has appointed retired BC judge Ted Hughes and veteran arbitrator John Rooney to mediate talks between Vancouver’s longshoremen and their employers.
With the key contract between the two sides set to expire March 31, news of the appointment might have signaled a new round of labour unrest on the waterfront.
After all, the BC Maritime Employers Association says in a recent brief that labour relations is characterized by “the threat of work stoppage, government legislated back to work orders and repetitive illegal work slowdowns and wildcats.”
According to the BCMEA, this has created “an industry with an international reputation for mediocre productivity and chronic unreliability.”
But the BCMEA may be the port’s worst enemy when it comes to sounding the alarm on labour unrest.
The mediators’ appointment is nowhere to be found on the Government of Canada website. Surely any step to avert waterfront chaos warrants a news release, at least. But is chaos likely?
The BCMEA notwithstanding, the labour relations record on Vancouver’ waterfront is a good one and the appointment of a conciliator is business as usual.
The last stoppage on the waterfront resulting from a longshore dispute was triggered in 1999 by a BCMEA lockout. The last legislated back-to-work order occurred in 1995.
The only major disruption in the last decade occurred as the result of strike action by independent truckers, which hamstrung the port in 2005.
Finally Ottawa forced the trucking firms and other waterfront employers to face the necessity of unionization. Since then: peace. Under the new rules, a strike against a given firm would not have an impact on the wider port.
The ILWU has yet to take a strike vote and regional president Tom Dufresne says the union “is looking forward to any kind of constructive assistance to achieve an agreement.”
Given the economic climate, wages are likely to be a secondary consideration as the union seeks changes to create a “family-friendly” working environment, free of harassment of women and with improved time off provisions for maternity and paternity leave.
The union has a thick sheaf of commendation letters from BCMEA members hailing the ILWU’s contributions to improved productivity during a period in which the global downturn chopped back port volumes.
The only cloud on the horizon is an employer proposal that would chop a retirement severance allowance that long-term workers have been working for decades to build up.
That, concedes Dufresne, could be a deal-breaker, and he sees its presence in the employer package as deliberately provocative.
(BCMEA president Andy Smith did not respond to calls inviting comment for this column.)
The BCMEA is so frustrated by the current state of affairs that it is urging Ottawa to make a fundamental change in labour relations law to allow either side to apply for binding arbitration to resolve a dispute.
All the union would give up is the right to strike.
But free collective bargaining is a bit like professional hockey: some may deplore the body contact, but it’s part of the game.
Bargaining without the risk or strike of lockout is a bit like hockey without the hits.
The BCMEA is playing with fire.
It acknowledges that massive legislative interventions in bargaining in Australia and the United Kingdom proved more costly than the problems they were intended to solve.
It warns that elimination of the hiring hall, as proposed by David Emerson, could cost labour unrest right across Canada and down the Pacific seaboard in the United States.
So why is it seeking this change when it should be focusing on a clear priority – negotiating another collective agreement?
So far, fortunately, Ottawa has not responded to the BCMEA’s alarms.
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